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The first generation Honda Civic is an automobile that was produced by Honda in Japan from
July to It was their first genuine market success, eschewing the air-cooling and expensive
engineering solutions of the slow-selling Honda and being larger than the minuscule N-series.
The Civic was largely developed as a new platform, and was the result of taking the previous
Honda N and increasing the length, width, height and wheelbase. The hatchback version added
a fold-down rear seat, an AM radio, and cloth upholstery. The car had front and rear
independent suspension. A four-speed manual transmission was standard. Options for the
Civic were kept to a minimum, consisting of air conditioning, a two-speed semi-automatic
transmission called the Hondamatic , radial tires, and a rear wiper for the hatchback. The Civic
was one of the first Honda cars to be sold in Britain when it was launched there in , at a time
when the sale of Japanese cars from Honda's competitors Nissan and Toyota were soaring. Its
compact design and economical engine ensured that it sold well in Britain in the aftermath of
the oil crisis. The four-door sedan version of this body style basically identical to the hatchback
but with fixed rear window and opening lower trunk lid was never available in the United States,
and the five-door hatchback did not appear until , just before the introduction of the second
generation model. The five-door had been presented in Japan in September , with the four-door
sedan being retired in June When the oil crisis struck, automobile buyers turned to economy
cars. Good fuel mileage benefited the standing of the Honda Civic in the lucrative U. In the
United States after , the advertising campaign used to introduce the Civic was, "Honda, we
make it simple. The CVCC design eliminated the need for catalytic converters or unleaded fuel
to meet changing emissions standards, [6] unlike nearly every other U. This created a sales
advantage in Honda's favor in that CVCC equipped Honda products afforded the buyer the
ability to choose any type of fuel the buyer wanted, and due to emissions equipment not being
damaged by using leaded fuel, the buyer could use any gasoline products available. This was
also an advantage due to some regions of North America having to ration available gasoline
supplies due to periodic shortages at the time. A five-speed manual transmission became
available in , as did a Civic station wagon only with the CVCC engine , which had a wheelbase of
Civic sales also increased and topped , units for this year. These outputs were 2 PS and 3 Nm
more than that of the regular 1. The first generation Honda Civics were notorious for rusting in
less than three years from purchase where salt was used in the winter. The U. This was because
the car's lateral suspension arms, front crossbeam, and strut coil spring lower supports could
weaken with exposure to salt. At the time, Honda's rust recall was the largest safety action
among all the brands imported into the U. The first generation Civic â€” a 1. This was the first
time Honda cars had been assembled outside Japan. The first generation NZ Civic was also
offered with optional two-speed semi-automatic 'Hondamatic' transmission. Earlier cars had,
from , been imported assembled by the Moller Group before NZMC took over the Honda
franchise but availability was limited due to restrictions on built-up imports. All subsequent
Civic generations were assembled in New Zealand until car manufacture there ceased in Imora
Motor now part of PT. Honda Prospect Motor. After the Malari incident , Indonesian government
issued a ban on importing fully built-up vehicles starting from 22 January lifted in This made
vehicles that were sold in Indonesia at that time had to be assembled locally CKD kits in
Indonesia except for diplomatic mission , UN specialized agencies , special vehicles for
international events like 10th Non-Aligned Movement Summit or vehicles with engine
displacement above cc , including the first generation Civic that was assembled in Indonesia
from until by PT. Prospect Motor at Sunter, North Jakarta. Only 4-door and 5-door body styles
were assembled in Indonesia, originally with a 1. In , the 1. The 4-speed manual transmission
also being replaced with 5-speed manual transmission or 2-speed "Hondamatic" automatic
transmission. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: Honda Civic. Motor vehicle.
Honda N Honda Z Original standard fastback rear with conventional bootlid Indonesian built.
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largely developed as a new platform, and was the result of taking the previous Honda N and
increasing the length, width, height and wheelbase. The hatchback version added a fold-down
rear seat, an AM radio, and cloth upholstery. The car had front and rear independent
suspension. A four-speed manual transmission was standard. Options for the Civic were kept to
a minimum, consisting of air conditioning, a two-speed semi-automatic transmission called the
Hondamatic , radial tires, and a rear wiper for the hatchback. The Civic was one of the first
Honda cars to be sold in Britain when it was launched there in , at a time when the sale of
Japanese cars from Honda's competitors Nissan and Toyota were soaring. Its compact design
and economical engine ensured that it sold well in Britain in the aftermath of the oil crisis. The
four-door sedan version of this body style basically identical to the hatchback but with fixed
rear window and opening lower trunk lid was never available in the United States, and the
five-door hatchback did not appear until , just before the introduction of the second generation
model. The five-door had been presented in Japan in September , with the four-door sedan
being retired in June When the oil crisis struck, automobile buyers turned to economy cars.
Good fuel mileage benefited the standing of the Honda Civic in the lucrative U. In the United
States after , the advertising campaign used to introduce the Civic was, "Honda, we make it
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as did a Civic station wagon only with the CVCC engine , which had a wheelbase of Civic sales
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imported assembled by the Moller Group before NZMC took over the Honda franchise but
availability was limited due to restrictions on built-up imports. All subsequent Civic generations
were assembled in New Zealand until car manufacture there ceased in Imora Motor now part of
PT. Honda Prospect Motor. After the Malari incident , Indonesian government issued a ban on
importing fully built-up vehicles starting from 22 January lifted in This made vehicles that were
sold in Indonesia at that time had to be assembled locally CKD kits in Indonesia except for
diplomatic mission , UN specialized agencies , special vehicles for international events like 10th
Non-Aligned Movement Summit or vehicles with engine displacement above cc , including the
first generation Civic that was assembled in Indonesia from until by PT. Prospect Motor at
Sunter, North Jakarta. Only 4-door and 5-door body styles were assembled in Indonesia,
originally with a 1. In , the 1. The 4-speed manual transmission also being replaced with 5-speed
manual transmission or 2-speed "Hondamatic" automatic transmission. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Main article: Honda Civic. Motor vehicle. Honda N Honda Z Original standard
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Winston-Salem, North Carolina. RFK Stadium. Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. Myrtle Beach
Convention Center. It took seven years for Honda to become the No. The company knew it
needed a bigger car to grow its business, so it started work on "design number " in , with clay
models completed in Powering would be a version of the Civic's 1. When the finished product
landed in Motor Trend's hands, the verdict of our for some reason un-named author was: "It
may be the best automotive bargain ever. Did you know that Accord is French for "agreement?
But as our unnamed author noted, Honda was mining the French dictionary when naming
Design Number "following the recent affinity the Japanese have shown for products with
French names. At this time there are four cars, three motorcycles, two color TVs, and six
chocolate bars with French names being sold in Japan that are all Japanese made. Well, almost.
As noted, the engine is related and the transmissions were also shared, but beyond that "there
is little interchangeability of parts between the Accord and the Civic. Both of the cars have
MacPherson strut suspension all the way around, but the strut cartridges are the only parts in
common. In any case, we complained that "Like many Japanese cars, however, it has an
irritating habit of holding rpm instead of letting the revs drop on deceleration. This engine was
pretty prescient! Honda hadn't totally earned its current reputation for bulletproof trouble-free
operation. Our reviewer noted that, although cold starts are quick with use of the manual choke,
"Hot starting the Accord is not such a simple matter. The carburetor is mounted directly over
the exhaust manifold, so if the engine is hot, fuel might boil out of the carb float bowl. The
percolated gasoline comes to rest in the intake manifold, just waiting to be sucked into the
combustion chamber when the starter is cranked over. One staffer calls this 'Honda's
self-flooding carburetor. The Accord's manual was completely contemporary, offering five
ratiosâ€”about as many as any vehicle offered in the day, short of long-haul semis. The
Hondamatic, however, offered but two ratios. A torque converter handled idle and drive away,
after which the driver had to manually upshift and downshift the sliding gears most automatics
use planetary gears. A peculiarity of the manual: "there are no direct gears: first, second, and
third are all indirect, while fourth and fifth are both overdrive. With such tall gearing, the Accord
is seriously handicapped in power in the top two notches. In these days of resource awareness,
we think that's a reasonable trade-off between performance and fuel economy. The transaxle
gearing was reported to make some disconcerting sounds. It can be very disconcerting,
especially in a child-filled neighborhood. The second noise in the transmission's repertoire is
played when second gear is used for engine braking. This one sounds like an emergency

vehicle siren and can be nerve-racking in busy city traffic. The servo-assisted brakes ground
the car from 30 mph to rest in 33 ft. The ft stopping distance from 60 mph was also good. The
BMW i we tested last year December '75 required only 12 feet less. One irritating trait the Accord
has inherited from the Civic is a mushy brake pedal. The brakes work well, but the pedal is so
soft that they don't feel as if they're going to. A front-heavy FWD car, which can be coaxed into
an oversteer condition albeit a mild one , is a little bit out of the ordinary, particularly for
something from Japan. Fatter tiresâ€” or radials instead of the stock onesâ€”would probably
help the handling quite a bit. We had high praise for the front-seat space and comfort and noted
that the rear was reasonable for folks under 5-foot We also appreciated the fully carpeted cargo
area and the seat back, which could be easily folded with one hand. We wished for fewer idiot
lights and more gauges but geeked out a bit on the service-minder gizmo connected to the
odometerâ€”it changed from green to red to indicate when maintenance was required. Perhaps
as an indication of how unfamiliar our staff, or at least photographers, were with Honda,
whoever centered the steering wheel put the H upside down. The most frequently mentioned
aspect was its marked similarity to the [ Volkswagen ] Scirocco. However, there was no copying
of a 'good idea' involved. The Accord's design was finalized in the fall of , just a matter of weeks
before the Scirocco was first shown in Europe in late January It isn't perfect, but what car is? It
is one of the finest all-around combinations of size, comfort, handling, and performance we
have seen. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
Stamford European Motor Sales LLC online at to see more pictures of this vehicle or call us at
today to schedule your test drive. Throughout the years, we have continually been dedicated to
exceeding our client's expectations and providing quality sales and service You wont find
another like this! Purchased in Salt Lake City, previously garaged in Montana, this restored civic
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